
Your TEAM of INSTRUCTORS – Karate Jitsu 
 
 
Hi my name is Sal.  
I help others develop self-confidence and a healthy mindset. I Teach them how to defend themselves 
and protect others from violent criminals. This is my 11th year of training at Karate Jitsu.  
I also have a Bachelors degree in Business and I enjoy playing community footy. 

 
Sensei Salman (Instructor) 
 
 
Hi my name is Chris,  
I’ve been training in Karate Jitsu for 20 yrs. I like to give back what I have learnt, to give others the 
opportunity to pass knowledge on, to help make people better than they are. Karate Jitsu helps with 
my mental side of being strong & a better person.  
I love to keep strong by lifting weights. I have my own business which keeps me moving. I’m a 
grandfather which blows my mind to be here for that. 
I have a lot of life experience as a hotel manager travelled Australia with this. My wife is my best 
friend always will be.  

 
Renshi Chris (Instructor) 
 
 



Hi my name is Jason,  
I enjoy helping others, helping them to reach their goals, mentoring and teaching life skills and sharing 
my passion for martial arts. I have been training in Karate Jitsu since 2001 developing long term 
friendships. 
I’ve also trained in BJJ where I have won the State Championship. 
I am a loving father of two amazing human beings. I enjoy hiking and my work life gives me great 
ability to think outside the square. 
“If we could look into the hearts of others and understand the hardships that everyone of us faces 
daily I think we would treat each other with more gentleness, patience, tolerance, love and care” 

 
Shihan Jason (Master Instructor) 
 
 
 
Hi my name is Natalie, 
I enjoy teaching because not only is self-defence an important skill to have, but the sporting and self-
improvement aspects are just as important. The increase in both confidence and fitness that I have 
gained from this training are things are aspects that I enjoy passing on to others. I have been training 
in Karate Jitsu for approximately ten years now. 
I also do cardio fitness and weights. 
I am studying forensic and analytical chemistry, as I am rather passionate about that scientific field. 

 
Sensei Natalie (Instructor) 



Your TEAM of INSTRUCTORS – Self Defence 
 
 
Hi my name is Broni, and I live and breathe martial arts. I am so lucky that I get to follow my passion 
for martial arts and self defence, everyday. To be rewarded with knowing at the end of each year, I 
know that I have empowered, helped and saved so many children's lives, it is without a doubt the best 
reward, I have great job satisfaction.  
 
I was a volunteer for the Sammy D Foundation in which they help young children at risk. I am a 
Personal Trainer and Nutrition coach. Food is another passion of mine, along with this beautiful planet 
we get to live in. I am a mum to two beautiful children a son 16 years and step daughter 22 years old. 
The reason I feel so strongly about self defence and martial arts is due to being attacked in my early 
20's, by my then partner of 2.5 years. This is why I am so passionate about helping to empower others 
which brings them the confidence and self worth to empower themselves. To help build a better 
future and planet for our community to live in.  
 
I recently graded to Black Belt in the art of Chinese Kenpo 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Hi, my name is Jamie. I help people become the best they can be by gaining confidence, staying safe 
and being aware of themselves and things around them.  
 
I teach Self Defence at Schools in Adelaide such as Wilderness, CBC, Westminster, St Ignatius, Valley 
View Secondary School, St Dominic’s, Torrens Valley Christian School, St Mary’s and many more. 
 
I have studied Wing Chun, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu, Kali, Doce Peres, Jeet Kune Do, Silat and Kick Boxing. 
 
My background in security improves my application for realistic situations. I have also performed as a 
magician and guitarist where I toured around Australia. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Hi my name is Peter Koegst,  
I am grateful to all the students, children, parents and Instructor’s that have taught me so much about 
people, honesty and integrity. Their love and warmth drives me to continue to guide the Team at 
ASDMA. Personal development and being the best version of yourself is what Martial Arts helps us 
with.  
I have trained in various Martial Arts for over 35 years, and I hold 4 different Black Belts. I also train 
extensively in Fitness, Yoga, Meditation and now NLP. At 21 years old I was beaten up by gang of 15 
people, this experience shaped the business and life that I lead today, at ASDMA we exist to empower 
people for life - Life’s downs become your biggest strength, most of us just don’t know it yet. 
Life balance for me is my wife, my children, indigenous recognition and being an environmental 
activist. 

 
Kyoshi Peter (Founder and Master Instructor at ASDMA) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


